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Osborne is here finely objective and ironic He
uses a series of brief scenes with significant juxta
position of characters and swift dialogue The
first act showing Redl e gradual discovery of his
nature is extremely discriminating and adroit and
the drag ball •which opens Act Two is an astonishing
tour deforce
Act Three shows a decline of tension as Real
now a spy himself declines his fibre coarsened
through a sequence of sordid infidelities by male
lovers and prostitutes His final unmasking and
suicide 13 almost a foregone conclusion
The play spans the years 1890-1913 and Osborne
presents the ethos and atmosphere of the Imperial
Army officer elite undermined by espionage and
treachery in a vast and unforgettable panorama
A Bond Honoured    1866
Osbome in a free translation of La Fianza
Salnfeclia is sa,d to have distorted Lope de
Vega s play and portrays yet another alienated
and narcissistic hero
Time Pfesent    1968    F
The protagonist Pamela is a neurotic actress
Emotionally strangled by the familiar Electra
complex an exaggerated devotion to her father
a once famons actor now dying off stage she is
unable to establish any satisfactory human
relationship In spite of love affairs and the
friendship of the devoted Constance a successful
Labour MJP in whose flat she is living
Pamela s role is static and verbal reiteration
of her shallow scheme of values (a preference for
style over vulgarity) sentimental reminiscences of
her father and a relentless spate of contemptuous
and Indiscriminate derision Phrased in modish
argot some gibes have a bitter wit especially
pleasing to the prejudices of the illiberal
A contrived plot ia super imposed The ex
position is clumsy the climax Pamela s decision
to have an abortion to end her pregnancy by
Constance s own lover
Pamela s alienation which should arouse com
passion becomes tiresome rather than moving
largely because of the play s apparent assumption
that her outpourings have objective value and
interest
STi-e Hotel in Amsterdam    1968    !P
United by fear and dislike of their employer a
film magnate   cryptically referred to as KL
three couples retreat to a luxury hotel in Atnster
dam as a hide-out from his encroachments
They pass the weekend in denouncing KL
drinking   and e-schanging desultory jokes and
complaints about homosexuals   mothers   and
the working class antD the unwelcome arrival
of a relative and the news that K L has killed
himself disturb the tenuous camaraderie
Such a structure is perfunctory Only the
garrulous and petulant Laurie (Scofleld) is in
dlviduahsed and the characters reveal and dis
cover little of value about themselves or each
other
An interesting sidelight is that Laurie fancies
himself as an authority on   the creative process
boasting    What I do I get out of the air     Is
this Osborne a method?   Great creative geniuses
give a very different account
Since the play indicates no positive norm it
cannot be defended as satire Some critics
praised it highly for its sense of mood. Others
found It tedious.
Alexander Ostrovsky (1883-86)
The eminent Russian playwright is unfortuna-
tely little known in this country
The Storm    1966
Written in 1859 Ostrovskr's fine realistic play
portrays a social group nnfamfliar to us the petty
tradesmen of an isolated township whoaxeavari
ckras ignorant, and bigoted,
The widow Kabanovna is a warped and ruth
less matriarch who saps the vitality of her weak
son and cruelly tyrannises over his hapless wife,
 Katerma The lonely susceptible girl yields to
the love of t. young stranger from Moscow Then
sheltering in a church during a violent storm sie
is overcome by superstitious dread and lemorce
She confesses and later kills herself
This perceptive tragedy 13 that of young and
sensitive people striving to escape the rote of
rigid elders but in the last lesort succumbing to
the harhh creed by which they have been indoc
tnnated
Alun Owen (b 19S6)
Of Welsh stock but with an Irish mother
Alun Owen spent his youth in Liverpool
His most characteristic style is the new natural
ism nostalgically used to evoke the local colour of
Liverpool He seizes on its idiomatic dialects and
the conflict implicit in the clash of race and reiig
ion while the ambition ot the youngsters ambition
to get away to sea or to London gives a -wider
horizon to a parochial scene
Pi ogress lo the Park    1959    P
This is a leisurely enquiry into the affinities and
animosities of Liverpool working folk especiallv
of a group of four young men and a girl as they
eddy about in street pub and park The clash
of race and religion is always jnst below the but
face and what thread of story there is concerns
the crossing of young love by parental prejudice
The most lively character is the voluble Welsh
Teifon mouthpiece of Owen s views
The Sough and Ready Lot    1S59
A carefully constructed historical p^ay con
cerns four mercenary officers in a revolutionary
army an South America just after the American
Civil War In a different milieu religious strife
is again the theme The convictions of an Irish
Catholic clash violently with those of a Welsh
militant atheist as to whether they shall shell i
Catholic monastery which blocks the pass
Eventually both men are Mlled together with the
vacillating English colonel and it is the simple
and ordinary man Kelly who takes command
the conflict of belief still unresolved
Fhere tt JBe Some Ohanffes Made    1969
In a lively tat act a Negress vigorously rouses
the tearful Valerie just betrayed by her first lover
to plan a tough revenge on the male sex The play
later loses momentum
Harold Pinter 0> 1930)
Pinter formerly an actor is now considered as
one of he leading playwrights, of the Theatre
of the Absurd He exerts an almost hypnotic
power over his audience for he has an assured
theatrical expertise an uncanny sense of the
novel situation and the telling pause and as his
plays find resolution in some final surprise they
ale aesthetically satisfying
His ait has developed swiftly and two mam
phases can now be distinguished. The early
plays culminating in The Oaretaler in 1060 were
concerned with the underprivileged and showed a
growing sense of compassion and only a passing
interest m sex More recently Pinter has ex
plored new ground The plays have been much,
concerned with sexual experience the background
has usually been sophisticated and the attitude
detached, sometimes to the point of apparent
indifference.
Whatever the subject Pinter's plays have a
certain poetic resonance, an imaginative absurdity
His power is probably due to his intuitive aware-
ness of mans sub conscious life and most of his
plays present a dream like sequence of events half
credible, half absurd In the early plays the
dream drifts inlo a familiar nightmare of the most
primitive kind—that of the violent invasion of
personal security—a fear that must have assailed
roans stone-age ancestor as he lucked m the
squalid shelter of his cave terrified of wild beasts
and the inexplicable catastrophes of nature.
Many of Pinter's later plays axe still dream like,
fantasies of sexual anxiety and gratification
especiallr as to marital fldelity

